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Meet Thorvald - the modular agricultural multipurpose robot   

From the left: A low, narrow version for greenhouses, a three-
wheeled version, a differential drive version, a tall phenotyping 
version, a standard version.
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Modular robotic platform
Until now agricultural robots have been designed to operate in only 
one type of environment, with no or limited possibilities for 
customization. 

Thorvald is a new module-based robot design that allows for vastly 
different robots to be built using the same basic modules, and 
rebuilt using only basic hand tools. The modules are designed to 
enable high quality robots that can quickly be customized for a 
given application in a given environment, such as a greenhouse, 
tunnel, open field and orchard. 

A: Battery enclosure 
B: Drive module
C: Steering module
D: Suspension module

Basic modules, advanced software
The software that is already developed is complicated. It allows 
for the platform to be configured without the need for 
reprogramming every time the shape of the platform is changed.
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UK SOFT FRUIT IS A GREAT SUCCESS 
o £450M farm gate, >£1.5bn retail

INDUSTRY UNDER HUGE PRESSURE
o Environmental and Labour

EXCEPTIONAL FRAGILITY TO COVID-19
o 30,000 migrant fruit pickers

ROBOTICS URGENTLY REQUIRED
o See a step change in the rate that 

robotics will be developed and 
adopted by the agri-food industry.

EXAMPLE FROM THE SOFT FRUIT 

INDUSTRY

THE ROBOTIC TRANSFORMATION OF 

FOOD PRODUCTION
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#05 Robotic Logistics
Support

Thorvald – a multipurpose platform

#04 Robots for
Fruit Picking

#01 Fruit Detection / 
Forecasting

#06 Fleet Operation, 
Data / Telecomms and
System Integration

#07 Packhouse Integration

#02 UVC Disease
Control

#03 Autonomous
Crop Spraying

Strictly confidential
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UV-treatment

Commercialization 2019
UV-treatment will be sold per hectare

UV-treatment in a nutshell

UV-light controls mildew on plants. 

Thorvald drives on its own with a specially 
designed UV-lamp. 

UV-treatment is done at night

Saga Robotics arranges the setup, and 
the robot initiates by itself when it is due 
time. The intensity of the UV light is 
optimized for each individual crop. 
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Navigation in table-top strawberry production
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Navigation in polytunnels
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Strictly confidential

A

A: Gripper
B: Dual arm
C: Lidar
D: RGB-D camera
E: The Thorvald platform 

B

C
D

E

a) Strawberry harvesting heavily relies on human 
labor; 
b) strawberries are easily damaged and bruised; 
c) strawberries tend to ripen very unevenly, giving 
large variations in color and size; 
d) strawberries tend to grow in clusters, which 
makes it hard to identify and pick individual 
strawberries.

Motivation and challenges

a) Full autonomous picking; 
b) picking in clusters; 
c) robust in positional errors; 
d) high efficiency.

Aims

a) The gripper is robust to uncertainties in the 
location and orientation of the strawberry;
b) active obstacle separation: the gripper is able to 
find a way to push the surrounding obstacles.
c) picking cycle time: 6.1s/ each for one-arm 
mode, 4.6s/ each for two-arm mode;
d) stem length can be adjusted
e) extra quality control before berry is picked
f) berries with diseases are removed and discarded

Key features

Strawberry harvester
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The Strawberry Harvester
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The Strawberry Harvester
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The Strawberry Harvester
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